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Abstract

Purpose – The purpose of this study was to examine how human resource development (HRD) programs promote the linkage between knowledge transfer and knowledge creation in engineering departments.

Design/methodology/approach – This study adopted a case study approach to the Toyota Technical Development Corporation (TTDC), an affiliated company of Toyota Motor Corporation. Data were collected from interviews with managers of the TTDC as well as its internal documents.

Findings – Three major findings can be extracted from the paper. First, The TTDC effectively links knowledge transfer to knowledge creation so that new knowledge on vehicle development is created by transferred competencies. Second, the TTDC promotes the transfer of explicit and tacit knowledge by complementarily combining off-the-job and on-the-job training (OJT). Third, HRD programs are developed and operated in communities of practice.

Research limitations/implications – The practices described in this paper are limited to two departments of the TTDC. Hence, the findings should be interpreted in light of this constraint.

Practical implications – Knowledge officers should integrate multiple HRD programs so that knowledge transfer is organically linked to knowledge creation by combining off-the-job training, OJT and kaizen (continuous improvement) programs.

Originality/value – This paper constitutes one of the earliest works that analyzes the effect of HRD programs on integrating knowledge transfer and knowledge creation.

Keywords Knowledge creation, Human resource development, Knowledge transfer
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1. Introduction

Knowledge plays a central role in knowledge-based economics and, more particularly, in the economics of innovation because it fuels productivity, growth and the survival of organizations (Guechtouli et al., 2012; Kane, 2010). The knowledge-based theory of organizations views them as social communities specializing in speedy and efficient knowledge creation and transfer (Kogut and Zander, 1996; Reagans and McEvily, 2003). Therefore, knowledge management is recognized as a key generator of an organization’s competitive advantage (Argote and Ingram, 2000; Kumar and Ganesh, 2009)[1].

Although numerous studies have investigated the mechanisms of creation and transfer of knowledge in organizations, little research has examined how to integrate knowledge transfer and creation. As Kumar and Ganesh (2009) suggested, knowledge transfer enables the exploitation of existing knowledge, while knowledge creation is akin to exploration of new ideas and concepts by combining existing knowledge. Thus, it may be possible to achieve a balance between “exploitation and exploration” (Benner and Tushman, 2003; March, 1991) by linking knowledge transfer and knowledge creation.

In examining this theme, the present study focused on the role of human resource development (HRD) programs in promoting knowledge transfer and creation. Some empirical research has reported that human resource (HR) practices promote knowledge transfer and individual learning by establishing interpersonal relationships and developing knowledge stocks (e.g. Kase et al., 2009; Yamao et al., 2009; Zhao and Anand, 2009). Yet, few studies have examined how HRD programs facilitate knowledge transfer and creation in organizations.

The aim of this study was to explore a way to integrate knowledge transfer and creation through HRD programs, using a case study of the Toyota Technical Development Corporation (TTDC). Specifically, the research focused on the process of knowledge transfer from proficient engineers to less experienced engineers for subsequent knowledge creation.

The article is organized as follows. First, previous studies on knowledge, individual learning and expertise are briefly outlined. This is followed by an overview of intra-organizational knowledge transfer and creation. Next, a research question is proposed, based on the literature review. Then, the case of the TTDC is described. Finally, the case is discussed from theoretical and practical viewpoints.

2. Theoretical background

2.1 Knowledge and expertise
Knowledge creation cannot be viewed as separate from individual learning, because the absence of such a focus makes it difficult to inter-relate action and knowledge (Akbar, 2003; Easterby-Smith et al., 2000). Organizations ultimately learn through their individual members (Kim, 1993). Consequently, the literature on the knowledge acquisition process at the individual level is reviewed in this section.

In cognitive psychology, knowledge is classified into declarative knowledge and procedural knowledge (Anderson, 1980). Declarative knowledge refers to knowledge about facts, while procedural knowledge is knowledge of a method or skill. This distinction originates in Ryle’s (1949) classification of knowledge: knowing what and knowing how, although it is not easy to draw an exact line between the two types of knowledge (Smith, 1994). Declarative and procedural knowledge correspond to information and know-how, respectively – a distinction made in the “knowledge-based view of the firm” in which the firm is conceptualized as an institution for integrating knowledge (Grant, 1996; Kogut and Zander, 1996).

A person’s knowledge or skill is thought to become more elaborate and effective with experience. That is, the more experience people have, the stronger the relationship becomes between their knowledge and performance. Anderson (1982, 1983) proposed three stages of knowledge acquisition:

1. the declarative stage;
2. knowledge compilation; and
3. the procedural stage.

This model proposes that knowledge is acquired as a set of facts at the verbal level (declarative stage) and that the knowledge is then converted into a procedural form with practice (knowledge compilation). Subsequently, there is fine tuning of the knowledge so that it can be applied more appropriately, and finally, there is a gradual process of acceleration (procedural stage).

Another classification is explicit knowledge and tacit knowledge. Explicit knowledge refers to knowledge that is transmittable in formal and systematic language, while tacit knowledge is hard to formalize and communicate because it is deeply rooted in action, commitment and involvement in a specific context (Nonaka, 1994; Polanyi, 1966). Experts use their abilities to acquire, store and utilize explicit and tacit knowledge of a specific domain (Sie and Yakhlef, 2009; Sternberg and Horvath, 1999). It can be said that most declarative knowledge is explicit, and some parts of procedural knowledge are tacit.

According to prior research on expertise, at least 10 years of active involvement in a specific field is necessary for an individual to reach an international level of achievement (Ericsson, 1996, 1999; Ericsson et al., 1993; Simon and Chase, 1973). This phenomenon is called “the 10-year rule of necessary preparation” (Ericsson, 1996). In domains such as chess, sports and music, the
highest levels of observed public performance are only displayed after a minimum 10-year stage of intensive preparation.

It should be noted, however, that 10 years of experience does not guarantee expert performance. The amount and quality of “deliberate practice” is crucial for attaining a high level of performance (Ericsson, 1996, 1999; Ericsson and Lehmann, 1996). Deliberate practice refers to individualized training activities specially designed by a coach or teacher to improve specific aspects of an individual’s performance through repetition and successive refinement (Ericsson and Lehmann, 1996). There are three features of deliberate practice:

1. well-defined tasks with an appropriate difficulty level for a particular individual;
2. informative feedback; and
3. opportunities for repetition and error correction (Ericsson, 1996).

Regarding the development process of the expert, Dreyfus and Dreyfus (1987) proposed a model consisting of five stages:

1. novice;
2. advanced beginner;
3. competent;
4. proficient; and
5. expert.

A novice would start from knowing nothing to being able to make a reasonable attempt at performing the skill, while an expert has a deep understanding of both situations and responses. Based on the 10-year rule and the 5-step model, it takes at least 10 years to go up the 5-step ladder from novice to expert in a specific domain. For ordinary people, it may take more than 10 years to become experts, and some people cannot reach that level.

2.2 Knowledge transfer and creation

New knowledge is created by individuals, but organizations play a critical role in articulating and amplifying that knowledge (Nonaka, 1994). Knowledge creation entities naturally shift from individual to inter-organization or social networks via group and organization systems and levels (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995; Wu et al., 2010). Individuals are presented with numerous opportunities to share their knowledge with other members of the organization (Reagans and McEvily, 2003). Extensive research suggests that an organization’s ability to transfer knowledge effectively improves its range of activities, such as learning, competence and coordination.
Knowledge transfer has been well-studied in an array of settings, including intra-organizational, inter-organizational and cross-border exchanges (Zhao and Anand, 2009). Among the three types of transfer, this study focuses on intra-organizational knowledge transfer, which is defined as the process through which one network member is affected by the experience of another in an organization (Argote and Ingram, 2000). Maurer et al. (2011) conceptualized knowledge transfer as the mobilization, assimilation and use of knowledge resources.

Although knowledge transfer among organizational units provides opportunities for mutual learning that stimulate the creation of new knowledge, knowledge is often “sticky” and “difficult to spread” (Szulanski, 1996; Tsai, 2001). With regard to the stickiness of knowledge, some researchers are opposed to the concept of “knowledge transfer”. Critics state that best practices cannot simply be shared or transferred because knowing is inseparable from its constituting practice (Orlikowski, 2002). Cook and Brown (1999) argued that people generate knowledge through “knowing” or interacting with the world using others’ knowledge as a tool. The interplay between knowledge and knowing through action is the source of obtaining new knowledge (King and Ranft, 2001).

Numerous empirical studies on intra-organizational knowledge transfer have confirmed that knowledge transfer across units is possible because managers are able to create a collaborative context through culture and organizational structure (Gooderham et al., 2011). Inkpen and Tsang (2005) suggest that knowledge transfer is facilitated by intensive social interactions by organizational actors. Similarly, Maurer et al. (2011) reported that the transfer of knowledge resources mediates between organization members’ intraorganizational social capital, organizational performance outcomes of growth and innovation performance. Knowledge management literature suggests the need for a better understanding of the emerging community view of knowledge, where knowledge is embedded in human actions and interactions (Jakubik, 2011). Communities of practice are considered an adequate place for transferring knowledge from experts to less competent individuals (Guechtouli et al., 2012).

Knowledge transfer in organizations occurs through a variety of mechanisms, including personnel movement, training, communication, observation, replicating routines, patents, interactions with suppliers and customers and alliances (Argote et al., 2000). Kase et al. (2009) reported that (HR) practices contribute to establishing interpersonal relationships, which promote the transfer of knowledge internally. Yamao et al. (2009) also state that HR practices help develop knowledge stocks, which, in turn, facilitate knowledge transfer in multinational corporations. Specifically, Zhao and Anand (2009) found that collective teaching is effective in transferring both collective and individual knowledge. Following the research, this study examined the role of HRD programs in promoting knowledge transfer and creation.

The difference between knowledge transfer and knowledge creation should be noted here. McFadyen et al. (2009) argued that knowledge transfer involves the movement of facts,
relationships and insights from one person or organization to another, while knowledge creation involves the generation of facts, relationships and insights that are new to the existing body of knowledge. Kumar and Ganesh (2009) also suggested that knowledge creation is akin to exploration, in which individuals and teams generate new ideas and concepts by combining existing knowledge; on the other hand, knowledge transfer enables the exploitation and application of existing knowledge. As existing knowledge influences the extent to which new knowledge is created (Smith et al., 2005), there are strong links between knowledge transfer, creation and innovation (Sankowska, 2013). Smith et al. (2005) defined an organization’s knowledge creation capability as the extent to which employees have access to one another and other stakeholders, are capable of combining information and knowledge into new knowledge and perceive value from the exchange and combination process.

The factors that facilitate knowledge creation in organizations should be noted. Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) proposed five conditions for enabling organizational knowledge creation:

1. intention;
2. autonomy;
3. fluctuation and chaos;
4. redundancy; and
5. requisite variety.

Knowledge creation is driven by organizational intention, or an organization’s aspirations and goals, and when organizational members are allowed to act autonomously. Fluctuation and creative chaos stimulate the interaction between the organization and the external environment. Sharing redundant information promotes the sharing of tacit knowledge, while organizational members can cope with many contingencies if they possess knowledge of the requisite variety. These five conditions may facilitate not only knowledge creation but also knowledge transfer within organizations.

Although various aspects of knowledge creation have been empirically studied in diverse contexts (Tsoukas, 2009), little research has been conducted to explore the linkage between knowledge transfer and knowledge creation. To balance exploitation and exploration in organizational learning (March, 1991), it is necessary for firms to understand how knowledge transfer is linked to knowledge creation.

### 2.3 Research question
Past research indicates the importance of fostering experts and transferring their knowledge to create knowledge to gain competitive advantage. Although numerous empirical studies have investigated the processes of transferring and creating knowledge, little research has examined how both processes should be integrated in organizations. The primary goal of this study was to investigate how knowledge is transferred from experts to less experienced employees, and how the transferred knowledge is used to create new knowledge, based on a case study of the TTDC. In particular, the present research focused on the role of HRD programs in facilitating knowledge transfer and creation. Thus, the following research question is proposed:

RQ. How do HRD programs promote the linkage between knowledge transfer and knowledge creation in engineering departments?

3. Methodology

3.1 Research design

This study adopted a single case study approach (Yin, 1994). A case study is a method by which the researcher explores a single entity or phenomenon bounded by time and activity and collects detailed information using a variety of data collection procedures over a sustained period of time (Cresswell, 1994). Yin (1994) argued that the single case is an appropriate design when the case represents:

1. a critical case tested from a well-formulated theory;

2. an extreme or unique case; or

3. a revelatory case.

Of these three rationales, the case of the TTDC can be regarded as a unique case because the firm is one of only a few organizations that have designed specific HRD programs for promoting knowledge transfer and creation.

3.2 Data collection

A series of semi-structured interviews was conducted with an executive officer, and a senior manager in charge of testing and material fields, at the TTDC. At the first interview, managers of the TTDC presented an overview of the HRD programs using internal documents. Then, the author asked questions about the details of the programs, as well as their effects on knowledge transfer and creation in the relevant fields. At the second and third interviews, the author asked questions about how the HRD programs have been developed and how engineers have reacted to the transformation. To collect data on managers’ perceptions of the HRD programs, the author
participated in a workshop where TTDC junior and middle managers of testing and material fields discussed their HRD programs. After the workshop, the author interviewed a vice president and an executive director of the TTDC on how they evaluated the HRD programs. In addition to interview data, internal documents of the TTDC were also used to analyze the case. The procedure for data collection described above is consistent with the triangulation of data sources and methods proposed by Yin (1994). All interviews were conducted in Japanese. The case was described by the author in Japanese, and the manuscript was checked by managers of TTDC. Then, the author translated the manuscript into English, which was checked and acknowledged by TTDC headquarters.

4. The case of the TTDC

4.1 Company overview

The TTDC is a subsidiary of the Toyota Motor Corporation. Its sales were 67.4 billion yen, and its number of employees came to 6,179 (as of April 1, 2014). The company was founded in 2006 by merging Toyota Techno Service, Toyota Max and Toyota Communication Systems. The TTDC provides vehicle design and development services to the Toyota Motor Corporation relating to engines, drivetrains, hybrid vehicles, fuel cells, electronics, chassis, vehicle bodies, testing, material engineering, computer-aided engineering, information technology (IT) systems, intellectual property design services, measurement and instrumentation control and facilities/equipment development and maintenance. Table I shows the organization of the TTDC. This paper focused on the fields of testing and material engineering, which have introduced a series of HRD systems.

The tasks of the testing field are to predict environmental performance (i.e. fuel consumption, aerodynamics, etc.), safety (i.e. strength reliability, collision safety, pedestrian protection, etc.) and comfort (i.e. silence, stability and controllability, air conditioning, universal design, etc.) using experimental and predictive techniques to incorporate them into product development plans and to develop and confirm vehicle performance of prototypes and mass produced cars.

In contrast, the material engineering field engages in developing, designing, testing, experimenting and analyzing materials for safe, eco-friendly and high quality vehicles. For example, the field is involved in developing various materials such as body materials, paint, clutch materials, hybrid vehicle batteries and motor materials. In the following sections, the HRD programs that were implemented in the testing and material engineering fields are described.
4.2 Rationale behind the introduction of programs

The TTDC has introduced HRD programs for knowledge transfer and creation. The company has a vision of “becoming a group of top level engineers” and has invested in the training and development of its employees. In particular, the TTDC has regarded on-the-job training (OJT) as a key factor for HRD and has promoted learning together through face-to-face communication between superiors and subordinates. The company has developed the world’s leading technology by providing training and development that match the needs of various technological fields.

Specifically, the testing and material fields in the TTDC have developed HRD programs for employees in their first three years, which are important for their future growth as engineers, and have provided proficient engineers with support systems for innovation. This study examined and describes the three programs that the testing and material fields have introduced since 2010:

1. technology and skills transfer programs;
2. on-site practical programs; and
3. technological creation programs.

There are several reasons why the testing and material fields introduced these HRD programs. First, as the speed of technological innovation in vehicles is increasing, developing methods using apprenticeships has limitations. More structured and organizational HRD systems are needed to learn state of the art technologies. Second, as many employees have experience working at other firms before entering the TTDC and have diverse backgrounds, managers need to share skills and visions for staff development. Third, some newly hired staff aspire to engage in advanced tasks and will leave the company if they are not given the opportunity. To reduce the turnover rate for younger employees, it is necessary to provide them with an environment in which they can work that matches their aspirations, by showing them clear career visions and explaining the value of the tasks they engage in. For these reasons, the testing and material fields started to introduce HRD programs for knowledge transfer and creation.

4.3 HRD perspectives

Figure 1 shows the HRD perspectives of the testing and material fields. The vertical axis refers to the level of capabilities, while the horizontal axis represents time. The goal of development in the first three years is to become a fellow in the workplace. It is natural for new hires who have just graduated from high school or university not to understand the technical terms used in the workplace. It takes three years for young employees to be able to communicate with their superiors and understand what they say.
However, employees in the fourth year cannot necessarily work independently in the workplace. Employees during their first three years usually work within a field, while employees in their fourth or fifth year need to understand the relationships with other fields and learn how to collaborate with people in other fields and propose ideas to them. It is necessary for them to propose hypotheses and to test them by themselves by the time they reach this point. It is only in their fifth year that they can work independently in the workplace.
The developmental goal during the 6th to 10th years is to enhance optimization and efficiency on the job. Optimization means reasonably enhancing the quality and performance of functions, while efficiency refers to lean product and process development. In other words, engineers at this level can solve problems on the job using the plan-do-check-act (PDCA) process improvement cycle. Employees who enhance optimization and efficiency appropriately are considered full-fledged engineers.

Engineers during their 11th to 20th years aim to acquire the capability to identify issues and solve them effectively using the PDCA cycle. Engineers who have these capabilities are regarded as experts. “Optimization and efficiency” refers to solving problems that engineers face at work, while “innovation” means identifying new technological issues proactively and solving them in a creative way.

Engineers who reach expert level have to develop technology or take the initiative as managers. The developmental goals after the 20th year are to acquire management capabilities to identify future organizational and technological issues, and to plan and implement projects to solve them.

Figure 1 HRD vision of testing and material engineering fields

Source: Based on internal document of the TTDC.
4.4 Overview of HRD programs

To realize the HRD policy, testing and material fields have introduced several training programs, shown in Figure 2. The purpose of the technological and skills transfer programs and the on-site practical programs was to develop the basic capabilities of employees with one-three years of experience through knowledge transfer from senior engineers, while technological creation programs have been introduced to enhance knowledge creation for optimization, efficiency and innovation in the TTDC. In addition, management enhancing programs aim at improving the understanding of management for managers or supervisors.

Figure 2 Overview of training programs in material engineering and testing fields

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Career stage (years)</th>
<th>Target of Capabilities</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Types of training program</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>More than 21</td>
<td>Sense of management</td>
<td>Being able to identify future organizational and technological issues and to solve them corporately</td>
<td>Management enhancing programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-20</td>
<td>Innovation</td>
<td>Being able to identify issues and to solve them accordingly</td>
<td>Technological creation programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-10</td>
<td>Optimization &amp; Efficiency</td>
<td>Being able to solve problems on tasks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-5</td>
<td>Basic capabilities</td>
<td>Being able to propose hypotheses and to test them</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-3</td>
<td></td>
<td>Understanding and mastering engineering fundamentals and principles</td>
<td>On-site practical programs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Figure based on internal document of TTDC; The shaded parts are subject of this paper.
Figure 3 shows the relationships among the three programs. As explained above, technological and skills transfer programs, and on-site practical programs, are provided for employees with one-three years of experience. The former is for learning the fundamental and practical knowledge of engineering, the latter is for having experience of hypothesis-testing on site. As engineering knowledge is needed to propose hypotheses, both programs are closely related. The goal of these two programs was to develop basic engineering capabilities through knowledge transfer from senior engineers. The capabilities developed through the programs are utilized in programs for value-added technological creation. Although on-site practical programs are simulation-based, in which hypotheses are proposed that relate to well-identified phenomena already known to proficient engineers, technological creation programs aim at problem-solving or tackling issues in the workplace. That is, the technological and skills transfer programs and on-site practical programs are an investment in the employees, while the technological creation programs are for returns on the investment, for developing products. The three programs are described in the following sections.

Figure 3 Relationships among the three training programs

Source: Based on internal document of the TTDC.
4.5 Technology and skills transfer programs

4.5.1 Background. In the technology and skills transfer programs, employees learn engineering fundamentals and principles, as well as practical knowledge in the workplace, because such knowledge is necessary to propose hypotheses. If you try to solve problems without appropriate hypotheses based on engineering knowledge, it does not contribute to technological development because you cannot logically explain the results. To develop technology, appropriate substantiation is always necessary.

As suggested earlier, many new hires would like to engage in advanced tasks, and some fail to continue if they are unable to do so. To prevent turnover like this, it is necessary to show younger employees images of potential career paths and to explain clearly what they should do at the present time.

The testing and material fields include more than 20 functions. Employees who enter the TTDC are in charge of a specific function until they reach an advanced level. Therefore, technology and skills transfer programs are implemented in each unit.

4.5.2 Contents. The testing and material fields launched their programs in 2010. As shown in Table II, there are three levels in the programs: basic (first year), applied (second year) and practical (third year). Employees learn the fundamental knowledge and principles of engineering in the basic program, the fundamental knowledge and principles of engineering related to automobiles in the applied program and imperative fundamental knowledge and principles for functional automobile development in the practical program. The testing and material fields consist of more than 20 functions, such as vibration, air conditioning, aerodynamics, fuel consumption and strength reliability, and the programs have been developed by engineers within each function.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Targets</th>
<th>Contents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Practical</td>
<td>3rd year employees (and applicants)</td>
<td>Imperative fundamental knowledge and principles for functional automobile development (Aiming at improving capabilities for automobile production development)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application</td>
<td>2nd year employees (and applicants)</td>
<td>Imperative fundamental knowledge and principles for individual function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>1st year employees (and applicants)</td>
<td>Fundamental knowledge and principles of engineering</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Based on internal document of TTDC
For example, younger employees in the air conditioning function have classes on “temperature, amount of heat, heat conduction, and fluid measuring method” at the basic level; “control of vehicle’s air conditioner, compressor, and basics of air-conditioning” at the applied level; and “past failure events, mechanisms of cool air leakage, and overview of HVs” at the practical level.

Specifically, a 1-hour class for one single theme is conducted once a week, which amounts to 48 lectures in total for a year. Within the class, a 20-minute lecture using an A3-sized summary is combined with a subsequent 40-minute discussion. That is, the class consists of a “transfer” session (20 minutes) and a “think” session (40 minutes). Participants reflect on their learning activities by writing what they feel and think on the “transfer program sheet” (an A4-sized paper format), and the management office collects them every three months to analyze the learning performance of the participants.

The program lecturers are engineers in their fourth or fifth year, but the lecture information and materials are checked by group leaders with more than 10 years of experience. The contents of the classes are revised every year, as lectures are conducted by different personnel.

4.5.3 Process. Many employees in the fields resisted participation in the programs when they started. There were complaints in the fields, such as “Why is this necessary?” “Previous methods worked well”, “Just as I learned by myself, young employees should learn in the same way” and “We should not spoil young employees”. The executive officer in charge of the fields involved explained its goals and vision to employees, and they reached the conclusion that “It’s worth trying”. Then, the programs formally started, as per the Executive Officer’s decision.

As the CEO visited the classes and communicated with the participants at an early stage, the employees were motivated to participate in the programs. In the second year of the programs, senior engineers, who were instructors, had come to think, “We learned a lot by teaching”, and then they spontaneously started to come up with other plans for developing engineers, such as “Let us design this program”. Data from the “transfer program sheets”, which are submitted every three months, show that participants’ attitudes have become more proactive, as they have experienced the programs. Younger employees seem to be aware of personal growth through the programs in which practical knowledge is transferred from superiors in the workplace. As a result, the turnover rate of younger employees has decreased, as the programs were introduced.

4.6 On-site practical programs

4.6.1 Background. Engineers in the testing and material fields need to acquire the capability to propose hypotheses and test them, because they have the role of setting goals for product development and generating the plans to attain them. Hypothesis-testing capabilities constitute the foundation for solving problems and identifying issues on the job. It is believed that employees who learned well in graduate school already have the capabilities to some extent,
while employees who graduated with bachelor’s degrees, from technical colleges, technical schools and high schools tend to have developed comparatively fewer capabilities, due to limited research experience. To become engineers at the level of optimization, efficiency and innovation, it is necessary for them to acquire the basics of hypothesis-testing capabilities during their first three years in the workplace.

However, it is difficult to acquire such capabilities in a short time. Engineers should learn how to propose hypotheses even though their appropriateness may be in question in the early stages. By doing so, their capabilities improve with practice. At the level of “optimization and efficiency”, engineers are required to solve problems with appropriate and rational hypotheses. At the level of “innovation”, it has been proven that hypothesis-testing capabilities have become the key requirements for identifying new issues and generating innovation.

4.6.2 Contents. In the on-site practical programs, younger employees learn hypothesis-testing capabilities in the workplace, where experiments are conducted for product development under the supervision of advisers with four-five years of experience as engineers. Specifically, participants propose two hypotheses a year and test them in the programs. There are cases where hypotheses cannot be tested appropriately, yet participants are still able to realize the importance of hypothesis-testing through the experience, based on their fundamental and practical knowledge of engineering. In addition, they are able to improve their logical thinking and implementation skills by tackling the themes.

Table III is an overview of the programs. Theme 1 is conducted for three months from June to August after entering the firm. Participants propose a report on “hypotheses, tests, and analyses” using an A4 format and receive feedback on the report from advisers. Advisers choose themes in which the mechanisms of the phenomena have already been identified in the workplace, and hypotheses can be proposed based on the fundamentals and principles of engineering. Participants can use two hours a day for the programs, and they periodically have meetings as a cross-functional group with four-five members to report and discuss their progress with one another.

In the second and third years, participants deal with more complicated themes, as compared to the first year; however, the solutions can still be predicted, to some extent, in the workplace. The training period is increased to ten months, while the time for the activities is only an hour a week. The student engineers work as individuals or in a group within each function.

4.6.3 Process. When the programs commenced in 2011, newcomers were just placed in on-site experiment groups during their first year. The hypothesis-testing practices on-site have been introduced since 2012. In the testing field, there are two types of employees:

1. professionals who predict performance in designing products; and
2. specialists who conduct experiments on-site.
Hierarchal relationships between them are often observed but good product development is not possible without cooperation between them. Thus, the teams were designed intentionally with four-five members involving both professionals and specialists in on-site practical programs. The aim of the designing teams was to develop respectful relationships between their members and to prevent them from forming hierarchal relationships by combining professionals with specialists.

Employees showed resistance to the programs when they were introduced, but project pioneers started the programs by saying, “It is worth doing.” The engineers who have been trained by on-site practical programs are now developing rapidly as engineers, compared with other employees.

### 4.7 Technological creation programs

#### 4.7.1 Background. Although the goal of the technology and skills transfer programs and on-site practical programs was to develop the basic capabilities of less experienced engineers through knowledge transfer, technological creation programs aim at generating advanced technological knowledge that is directly linked to product development capabilities. The latter programs can be regarded as activities that utilize the capabilities developed in the former programs in product development.

Given that professionals had practiced quality control activities up to that point, the technological creation programs have become substitutes for those, while the programs were new to the specialists. The purpose of the programs was to develop engineers at the level of optimization, efficiency and innovation so that engineers can not only solve operational problems but can also identify future issues and tackle them accordingly (Figures 2 and 3). As shown in Table IV, goals are set for each career level to attain.

#### 4.7.2 Contents. The aim of the programs was to facilitate the process of the engineers acquiring problem-solving capabilities using the PDCA cycle based on themes appropriate for the level of
the employees. Individuals work alone to determine themes and tackle them, although participants exchange opinions and information for an hour a week in a cross-functional group with a maximum of six members. Managers attend the meetings as advisers and the team meets for a year. Discussion among members from different functions allows them to learn from one another. Approximately 700 non-Managers take part in the programs.

Participants work on two themes that they select. Specifically, they tackle the first theme from April to July, submit a report on the results, based on the PDCA cycle, and receive feedback from August to September. Then, they tackle the second theme from mid-September, submit a report on the results in January and receive feedback in February.

4.7.3 Process. The output of the programs is not directly linked to performance appraisal because there is a risk that some members would exaggerate their performance in their report, and programs may not be effective if results are associated with personnel evaluation systems. Technological creation programs aim at effective systems to enhance a mentality of improvement and deal with developmental issues. However, the results of the programs have an indirect influence on the participants’ personal evaluations through their task performance.

There is a limitation to the programs, which relates to how technological creation generated through the program is shared. Although testing and material fields share technologies within each function, using the company-wide technology exhibition that is held once a year, the fields are still searching for systems through which knowledge and technology can be shared on a daily basis.

Table IV Technological creation programs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Goals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Step 3</td>
<td>Leader or senior leader</td>
<td>Be able to identify issues and to solve them using PDCA cycle based on fundamentals and principles of engineering with original technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 2</td>
<td>Acting-leader</td>
<td>Be able to solve operational problems using PDCA cycle based on fundamentals and principles of engineering with original technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1</td>
<td>Staff or advanced staff</td>
<td>Be able to propose and test hypotheses on operational problems, and analyze results based on fundamentals and principles.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Based on internal document of TTDC
5. Findings

The purpose of this study was to examine how HRD programs promote the integration of knowledge transfer and knowledge creation in engineering departments through the case of the testing and material engineering fields of the TTDC. These fields have introduced three HRD programs including “technology and skills transfer programs”, “on-site practical programs” and “technological creation programs” for transferring and creating knowledge. Based on the five-step model proposed by Dreyfus and Dreyfus (1987), the first two programs may help younger employees develop from “novice” to “competent” level, while the third program is for developing employees at the “proficient” or “expert” level. As shown in Table V, the case suggests that TTDC transfers explicit and tacit knowledge through off-the-job (technology and skills transfer programs) and OJT (on-site practical programs), and encourages engineers to use the transferred knowledge to create more advanced knowledge for vehicle development through kaizen (continuous improvement) programs (technological creation programs).

6. Conclusions

6.1 Theoretical implications

This study contributes to the existing research by clarifying the role of HRD programs in linking knowledge transfer to knowledge creation. The findings of this study extend previous research on knowledge management in four important ways. First, the testing and material fields of the TTDC transfer explicit knowledge (the fundamentals and principles of engineering) and tacit knowledge (hypothesis-testing capabilities), which are needed for creating advanced knowledge for vehicle development in the engineering departments. This corresponds to the view that existing knowledge influences the extent to which new knowledge is created (Smith et al., 2005), and that knowledge transfer, creation and innovation are inter-related (Sankowska, 2013). However, it is not enough just simply to link knowledge transfer to knowledge creation. This case study suggests that it is important to identify critical knowledge or capabilities that can be a basis for subsequent knowledge creation in designing HRD programs. In the testing and material fields of the TTDC, the critical capabilities are “the fundamentals and principles of engineering” and “hypothesis-testing capabilities”, which are both necessary for generating innovation in vehicle production. As Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) have suggested, new knowledge relating to vehicle production is created through interactions between explicit knowledge (fundamentals and principles of engineering) and tacit knowledge (hypothesis-testing capabilities), which are transferred through HRD programs.

Second, the TTDC promotes the transfer of explicit and tacit knowledge by combining off-the-job and OJT that is well-designed to promote “knowing” (Cook and Brown, 1999) and “deliberate practice” (Ericsson, 1996, 1999; Ericsson and Lehmann, 1996). Specifically, the
fundamentals and principles of engineering, the explicit knowledge, are transferred through off-the-job training, where lecturers directly teach codified knowledge to less experienced employees through lectures and discussions. In contrast, the hypothesis-testing capabilities involve tacit knowledge and are transferred through OJT where younger employees learn by doing under the instruction of advisers. It can be said that the “technology and skills transfer programs” and the “on-site practical programs” complement one another to facilitate younger employees’ “knowing” or interacting with the world using others’ knowledge as a tool (Cook and Brown, 1999). That is, on-site practical programs may facilitate the process whereby less experienced employees acquire tacit knowledge of hypothesis-testing using explicit knowledge of engineering, which they learned in the technology and skills transfer programs. The two programs may promote the interplay between knowledge and knowing through action (King and Ranft, 2001). In addition, it should be noted that both programs are designed on the basis of three features of “deliberate practice”:

1. well-defined tasks with an appropriate difficulty level for each career stage;
2. informative feedback from lecturers or advisers; and

Third, HRD programs are implemented in communities of practice in testing and material fields. Specifically, technology and skills transfer programs are operated by engineers of each function, and on-site practical programs encourage participants to acquire hypothesis-testing capabilities by having them work in cross-functional teams under the instruction of advisers. Previous research found that intra-organizational social capital, based on communities of practice, facilitates knowledge transfer (Inkpen and Tsang, 2005; Maurer et al., 2011), because knowledge is embedded in human actions and interactions (Jakubik, 2011). The present research indicates that HRD programs become effective when they are developed and operated in communities of practice that are considered to constitute a place for transferring knowledge from experts to less competent individuals (Guechtonuli et al., 2012).

Finally, HRD programs in TTDC involve three of the five enablers of knowledge creation proposed by Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995): intention, autonomy and redundancy. Engineers can understand “organizational intention” by the HRD perspectives that specify development goals according to career stage. On-site practical programs and technological creation programs allow engineers to act “autonomously”. Then, technology and skills transfer programs and on-site practical programs help engineers acquire common knowledge and skills that promote informational “redundancy” among engineers. These three conditions embedded within HRD programs may enable members to create valuable knowledge in the organization. Using the case study of NUMMI, Magnier-Watanabe (2011) found that Toyota’s production system and the alignment of kaizen were supported by organizational characteristics involving a higher degree
of autonomy, self-discipline and openness. It is possible to conclude that knowledge creation, based on an autonomous and open work environment with a clear vision, may be features of knowledge management in Toyota groups.

Table V Characteristics of HRD programs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HRD programs</th>
<th>Type of programs</th>
<th>Purpose of programs</th>
<th>Type of knowledge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technology and skills transfer programs</td>
<td>Off-the-job training</td>
<td>Knowledge transfer</td>
<td>Explicit knowledge (fundamentals and principles of engineering)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-site practical programs</td>
<td>On-the-job training</td>
<td>Knowledge transfer</td>
<td>Tacit knowledge (hypothesis-testing capabilities)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technological creation programs</td>
<td><em>Kaizen</em> (continuous improvement programs)</td>
<td>Knowledge creation</td>
<td>Explicit &amp; tacit knowledge (advanced knowledge for vehicle development)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 6.2 Practical implications

The present research has managerial implications for knowledge transfer and creation. First, knowledge officers need to integrate multiple HRD programs so that knowledge transfer is organically linked to knowledge creation. In particular, it is important to identify the critical knowledge that forms the core competencies for a specific profession, and then to transfer that knowledge from the experts to the less experienced employees to create new knowledge using those competencies.

Second, knowledge officers should use OJT for transferring tacit knowledge and use off-the-job training for transferring explicit knowledge. The two types of training program need to be complementarily combined so that explicit knowledge transferred by off-the-job training is used as a tool to acquire tacit knowledge in OJT.

Third, HRD programs should be designed on the basis of the concept of “deliberate practice”. As Ericsson (1996) suggested, programs have to include:

- well-defined tasks with an appropriate difficulty level for participants;
- informative feedback; and
opportunities for repetition and error correction.

Finally, HRD programs for knowledge transfer and creation need to be developed and operated in communities of practice in the organizations. Specifically, knowledge officers should motivate proficient employees to articulate their knowledge, transfer it within the workplace and create new knowledge based on the existing knowledge in a unit or department.

6.3 Limitations and future research

The limitations of this study should be acknowledged. First, the HRD programs described in this paper were introduced in only two departments of the TTDC. The characteristics of the departments may affect the content of the programs. Therefore, the findings should be interpreted in the light of this constraint.

Second, as the TTDC is expanding its HRD programs from the testing and material fields to other departments, it is necessary to follow up regarding the present situation relating to reform and to examine the transformation process.

Third, the HRD vision of testing and material engineering fields, shown in Figure 1, is based on an employee’s tenure at the company. This reflects a traditional Japanese management style through which employees are hired and employed for the long term. Thus, it may be difficult for firms in other countries to apply this vision to their management systems.

Finally, this paper examined only one case study about the effect of HRD programs on knowledge transfer and creation. Thus, it is necessary for future research to investigate other cases and compare the results with those of the TTDC to gain insights into the relationship between HRD programs and knowledge management.

Note

1. The Toyota Technical Development Corporation will be amalgamated with the Toyota Motor Corporation in January 2016.
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